Interaction between gene II protein and the DNA replication origin of bacteriophage f1.
The origin of DNA replication of the filamentous bacteriophage f1 binds its initiator protein (gene II protein) in vitro to form a complex that can be trapped on nitrocellulose filters. The binding occurs with both superhelical form DNA and linear DNA fragments. A number of defective mutants of the origin were tested for the ability to bind gene II protein. The region of DNA required for the binding is around a second palindrome downstream from the palindrome that contains the DNA replication initiation site. It overlaps, but is not identical to, the region required for the nicking reaction by the protein. The nicking site itself was dispensable for the binding. In vivo, a number of defective deletion mutants of the origin, when in a plasmid, inhibited growth of superinfecting phage if the intracellular level of gene II protein was low. In addition, these defective origins inhibited the activity of the functional phage origin located on the same replicon. The domain of the DNA sequence required for inhibition in vivo was consistent with that for the binding in vitro.